KINGS SCHOOL EASTER ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMME
Each day at camp is filled with so much fun and excitement your child will have a great time
with us, whether they sign up for Additional Activities or not.
If you think they would enjoy something just that little bit extra, then we offer a
programme of Additional Activities which will add something to their day that they will
certainly remember. Using specialist equipment or inviting guest coaches and teachers to
support with the delivery of this programme, these activities are always very popular.
Day
Monday

Activity
Olympic
Celebration Day

Tuesday

Reptile Zoo Visit

Wednesday

Jedi Training Day

Thursday

Fire lighting &
Wild Cooking

Friday

Bubble Football &
Bumper Ball
Games

Description
In line with the weekly theme, this day will be
all about competing to win medals for your
team as part of this fun, Olympic themed day.
This is a hugely popular activity, where our
friends from For Goodness Snakes bring in a
variety of different reptiles and everyone gets
to learn about, stroke and hold some pretty
amazing creatures. Not to be missed.
During their Jedi Training Academy, children
will become proficient at shooting Nerf Guns as
they battle Storm Troopers and the Dark side.
They will learn the way of the Jedi, building and
using Light Sabres for 1-1 combat. At the end of
the day they will receive their Jedi Certificate to
confirm they are now officially a Jedi Knight.
Learn how to create fire using a flint and steel.
Build an effective fire, safely. Learn techniques
for cooking and making drinks on an open fire.
Of course, when you have learnt the skills to
create the fire, its important you treat yourself
with S’mores and Hot Chocolates all round!!
This activity is always proving the ‘biggest hit’
at camp (quite literally!) Everyone will have so
much fun as they crash, bump and roll into
their peers, laughing hysterically whilst trying
to stay on their feet and even play football.

Cost
FREE
£6

£7

£6

£9

